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Feedback of the students for the session 2015-16 was collected by the Internal Quality 

Assurance Cell (IQAC) of Government College Karauli. This work was carried out during the 

examination process after completion of academic work. The most important reason for 

conducting this feedback process during the examination process was that almost all the 

students are present during the examination and at that time they have absorbed the 

experiences of the entire session. 

This feedback work was completed with regular students. To conduct the feedback work, a 

questionnaire was Prepared which consisted of 21 questions. This questionnaire covers a wide 

range of issues- namely the teaching, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities, supportive 

infrastructure including laboratories and library as well as career aspirations and expectation of 

students. Through this feedback process, an attempt was made to know the expectations and 

experiences of the students and by all these, the quality of the performance of the college was 

evaluated. 

Question wise analysis of the feedback collected through questionnaire is given below. 

 

First question Was “how much of the curricula and syllabi are covered in the Discipline in which 

you are studying?” 90% of the students believed that their entire syllabus had been completed 

while 5% of the students believed that 90% of the syllabus was completed while the remaining 

other students did not respond. 

 

Second question Was “The teacher discusses topics and interacts in the class” 85% of the 

students believed that their teachers interact very well with the class at each point of the 

syllabus while 10% of the students stated the process of interacting properly, with the remaining 

students displaying dissatisfaction. 

 

Third question was  “The teacher is punctual in the class.” 99% of the students' feedback on this 

question was yes. 

 

Fourth question was “The teacher encourages participation and discussion in class.” 88% of the 

students believed that their teachers always encouraged them to take active participation in the 

classroom and encouraged healthy debate among the students while 7% said it was right 

whereas 3% of the students were not satisfied with it. 

 

Based on the various questions raised regarding the quality of the library, its maintenance, the 

seating arrangement of the students in it, it was concluded that 80% of the students were very 



satisfied with the services of the library, while 10% of the students were satisfied, 7% Students 

were found to be neutral, and 3% of the students were dissatisfied. 

 

In response to the questions posed by the students of the practical subjects regarding their labs, 

45% of the students felt that the quality of the lab being provided to them was very good while 

the remaining students were not satisfied with it. 

 

80% of the students were found satisfied on the various questions asked regarding the 

cleanliness in the college, the condition of the toilets and the arrangement of furniture in the 

classroom, while 15% of the students were dissatisfied. 

 

On the various questions asked in the context of environment-friendly and greenery in the 

college, 90% of the students believed that there is sufficient amount of trees and greenery in the 

college, while the remaining students are considered inadequate. 

 

In the questions asked regarding the application of information technology based technologies 

in the college, it has served to underline the need for the modern infrastructure of the college, 

80% of the college students believe that the information technology based infrastructure 

available in the college is inadequate There is a great need to improve, only 5% of the students 

appear satisfied with this structure. 

 

Students were also not happy with career counseling and campus placement, 85% of students 

expressed their unhappiness, only 3% of students were happy with it. 
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